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What Is It?
A car’s exhaust pushes the gas left over 
after combustion.

A car’s back pressure is the amount of 
force a car’s exhaust is pushed out with

You want a good amount of back pressure 
but not too much or the engine will choke

Incorrect back pressure can cause 
backfires, knocking, and misfires (improper 
valve timing

Lessening back pressure will add some 
power at higher engine speeds



The Different Parts

Exhaust 
Manifold

Exhaust manifold 
with catalytic 
converter 

Downpipe 
with cat 
welded on

Midpipe with 
resonator

Resonator

Muffler

Exhaust tips

Resonated 
exhaust tips

Joined muffler



Dual Exhausts
For engines bigger than 4-cylinders, true dual exhausts are possible. 

A dual exhaust will for allow better airflow and slightly increased 

Horsepower, as well as a louder exhaust note.

A true dual exhaust has 2 of everything (2 cats, 

2 resonators, 2 downpipes, 2 midpipes, and 2 

mufflers)



Exhaust Mods

Long Tube 
Headers
V8

Shorty 
Headers 
(V8)

Shorty 
Header i4

Muffler Delete

High-Flow Cat vs Factory High-Flow Resonator

Replace exhaust 
manifold. More 
power at high RPM

Much louder at all 
speeds, especially 
top end.

Better Air flow. 
Some extra 
power and sound Slightly louder. 

Extra air flow 
power.

Less extra air flow, less 
extra power Better at 
slower speeds..

Only one header on 
4-cylinders, better air flow



Illegal Mods
It is illegal in most states including Virginia to…

Delete or bypass Catalytic converters: Too much pollution

Remove or delete mufflers: Too loud

Remove or bypass Resonators (especially with muffler): Too loud

“Straight Piping” which is replacing all noise and pollution reducers with open pipes



Thank You
Have fun with your exhaust as it is easy to modify.

But do not make it too loud or disconnect anything illegally. 

It will not pass inspection and it is ticketable up to $250.


